NIH to take action on diversity study

The National Institutes of Health has unveiled plans to address diversity in the biomedical workforce after a 2011 NIH-commissioned study led by KU economist Donna Ginther found that black scientists are much less likely to receive NIH grants than their white counterparts.
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TODAY’S HEADLINES

Book explores grasslands protection

John W. Head, Robert W. Wagstaff Distinguished Professor of Law, has authored a new book exploring grasslands around the world, how they have been degraded and what international law can and should do to protect these invaluable spaces.

Full Story

KGS to measure western water levels

In early January, crews from the Kansas Geological Survey will be in western Kansas measuring groundwater levels in more than 500 wells to help determine trends in the region’s aquifers.

Full Story

KUDOS

Math professor honored

Margaret Bayer, professor of mathematics, has been selected by the Association for Women in Mathematics (AWM) as one of 10 recipients of its inaugural AWM Service Award.

Full Story

TODAY’S EVENTS

BASKETBALL

Men’s basketball vs. Richmond

Tuesday, Dec. 18, 2012

8 p.m.

Allen Fieldhouse

View all events

TWITTER

@kuadvising We’re open today but construction continues! Please excuse our mess & bear with us during the technological difficulties we’re having today!

View all tweets

FEATURED MULTIMEDIA

FUN STUFF

KU gift bags and tags
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Many have ovary surgery even with negative gene test